GD CAREpoint to Support FDNY EMS
GD implementing the CAREpoint Workstation once again with FDNY EMS network.
March 28, 2018 (FPRC) -- GD (General Devices) has announced that it once again partnered with
the ( FDNY EMS ) Fire Department of the City of New York to implement CAREpoint 2.0 at its
Telemetry Center in Woodside, Queens. The FDNY is a longtime client who has relied on GD for
dependable, effective communication since the mid 1990’s. The Department began using the
CAREpoint Workstation in 2008 to facilitate Online Medical Control consultations between
department physicians and city paramedics. After a decade of consistent quality and effectiveness,
they have upgraded to GD’s latest workstation, CAREpoint 2.0.
With a patient en route to an emergency department, paramedics need a system they can rely on to
transmit vital information clearly and quickly. FDNY recognized that CAREpoint 2.0 is the ideal
system for their organization which focuses on effective emergency medical communications.
According to Jimmy Nejmeh, GD’s Vice President of Technical Services and Support, “With FDNY
EMS upgrade to CAREpoint v2.0, they have really set themselves up to be progressive. In addition
to handling and recording all of the day-day radio and phone communications with EMS, they also
have added GD’s e-Bridge solution for managing and exchanging 12-Lead reports with all of the
EMS providers and hospitals in the region, HIPAA secure.” Perhaps most impressive, explains
Nejmeh, is that “with the inclusion of GD’s e-Bridge on new tablets, they now have a full EMS Mobile
Telemedicine solution at their fingertips whenever they are ready to flip the switch.” This will
ultimately help improve outcomes of Stroke, Heart Attack, trauma and other Acute inbound patients
while improving communication and documentation amongst teams for quality control, process
improvements, and risk reduction. Responding to more than a million emergencies per year, FDNY
demands a system that performs dependably, time after time for its patients.
About the Fire Department of the City of New York (FDNY EMS)
FDNY is the largest, and one of the oldest, fire departments in the country. Since its inception in
1865, it has grown to be universally recognized as the busiest and most highly-skilled emergency
response agency in the world. Besides its over 10,000 firefighters and fire officers, FDNY EMS
division also employs almost 3,000 EMT’s and Paramedics, as well as roughly 500 dispatchers
handling over 1.4MM calls in 2017.
About CAREpoint and e-Bridge
In combination, GD’s highly secure and FirstNet-ready CAREpoint and e-Bridge solutions provide a
total, integrated and intelligent hospital-EMS notification, communication and documentation system
unlike anything else on the market today. These solutions integrate with existing technologies and
offer mobile telemedicine, call/radio recording, remote call answering, timestamping, unified 12-lead
management, video streaming, live online medical direction, instant recall and replay, one-button
team notification, ambulance geo-mapping and so much more. Together, these comprehensive
products dramatically enhance patient outcomes and medical team efficiency while reducing
medical error and risk. No other FDA-listed offerings available today provide this level of
pre-hospital/hospital information sharing, to fully empower and enrich the capabilities of clinicians.
About GD (General Devices)
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GD is the leader in EMS-hospital communications and mobile telemedicine systems, connecting
care providers nationwide and handling over 15,000 emergency calls daily.
Based in Ridgefield, NJ, GD improves healthcare by developing the most comprehensive,
interactive and widely-used mobile telemedicine, communication, and notification solutions for
pre-hospital and hospital environments. It’s affordable and completely customizable offerings
empower EMS and medical teams to enhance workflows, and document, record and analyze
interactions and patient data to minimize risk, reduce costs, and improve patient outcomes.
For more information, visit www.general-devices.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Andy Birnbaum of GD (General Devices) (http://general-devices.com)
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